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Metaphoric association between affect and brightness has been previously demonstrated in different domains including morality and

valence. The current research examined whether this association also exists in perception of faces. Four studies demonstrate that

smiling faces are perceived as brighter than frowning faces. Implications in the consumer domain will be discussed.
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SESSION OVERVIEW
Research on embodied cognition proposes an intriguing coun-

terintuitive notion that bodily states can cause cognitive states (Bar-
salou 2008). This is happening because bodily sensations are inter-
linked with a number of perceptual, motor and introspective states 
that have been acquired through experience (Barsalou 2008, Nieden-
thal, 2007). Therefore, an activation of such bodily states can have 
an impact on one’s thinking and vice versa. For example, feeling of 
physical warmth has been shown to impact one’s perception of inter-
personal warmth (Williams and Bargh, 2008) and sensation of effort 
affects one’s judgment of goal relevance (Labroo and Kim 2009).

In this session, we build upon the existing literature on embod-
ied cognition in two ways. First, the papers in the session strive to 
build a bridge between embodied cognition literature and consumer 
research by proposing novel domains where bidirectional link be-
tween body and mind would affect consumer behavior. For example, 
Song and co-authors show how emotional expressions affect con-
sumers’ perception of the brightness of the products and suggest 
ways for marketers to use such metaphorical connection in strategic 
ways. Further, Zheng and colleagues show that negative affect can 
impact’s one perception of fullness during food consumption and 
therefore leads consumers to eat less.

Second, more importantly, the session pushes the boundaries 
of embodied cognition research by examining multi-sensory ex-
periences underlying embodiment effects.  A number of papers in 
the session strive to integrate several modalities (including cogni-
tive, motivational and affective processes) and therefore going be-
yond just reversing the link between cognition and bodily sensations 
shown in previous literature. For example, Pocheptsova and Labroo 
examine the relationship between bodily sensations, introspection 
and perception in the domain of cognitive performance. They show 
that consuming fat-rich food, remembering past consumption as 
well as perceiving the food to have high fat-content are interlinked 

with a feeling of mental sluggishness. In similar vein, Zheng and 
colleagues, show that negative emotion, physical fullness and con-
cept of heaviness are interlinked in cognition and activation of one 
of these modalities leads to activation of another. Finally, Kronrod 
and Ackerman conclude the session by showing how preventing 
one from embodiment of cognitions can negatively affect behavior 
and communication. This approach to studying embodied cognition 
highlights the importance of multiple modalities in cognition.

Taken together the papers in this session provide a better un-
derstanding of how multiple modalities may combine to result in 
embodiment effects. The papers are also closely tied together, paper 
1 links affect to perception showing that smiling faces are perceived 
as brighter, paper 2 links affect to consumption showing that that 
negative feelings can make a person feel heavy, paper 3 links con-
sumption to cognition showing that heaviness from fat but not pro-
tein consumption can result in mental exhaustion, and paper 4 links 
gesture to speech showing that tying hands can result in tongue tied. 
In introductory comments, the session chair will highlight the differ-
ent modalities the papers span, and session participants will attempt 
to build connections between their findings and modalities consid-
ered by other session participants.  The goal is to develop a better 
understanding of the relationship between affective experience, per-
ception, consumption, and cognition, and to question the role that 
embodiment plays in these cross modal effects. 

We expect that this session will be of interest to a wide audi-
ence: specifically, researchers interested in gaining the theoretical 
understanding of embodied cognition, as well as researchers inter-
ested in learning how research on embodied cognition can provide 
better insight in understanding consumer behavior. All four papers 
in the session feature research that makes substantial theoretical con-
tributions to the existing embodied cognition literature while being 
grounded in phenomena that are marketing relevant. We hope that 
the session will generate fruitful discussion on the topic of integra-
tion of consumer research and embodied cognition literature.

Brighten Up: Emotional Expressions and 
Perception of Color Brightness

ExTENDED ABSTRACT
From cosmetics, paints, and clothing to housings, furniture, and 

stationeries, color is one of the most important features in products. 
And marketing messages regarding these various products are often 
accompanied by message deliverers with certain emotional expres-
sions. While the impact of colors on consumer judgment and the 
impact of emotional expressions on consumer judgment had been 
investigated rather separately (e.g., Deng, Hui, & Hutchinson, 2010; 
Yeung & Wyer, 2004), many metaphoric expressions suggest that 
these two domains are closely integrated. For instance, the meta-
phoric mapping of ‘brightness’ and ‘smiling’ seems to be a univer-
sal cross-cultural phenomenon manifested in the expression ‘bright 
smile’ in many languages, including English, German, Italian, Ko-
rean, Chinese and Russian. The present research examined whether 
a face with emotional expression in fact influence the perception 
of brightness in color even when an actual perceptual difference in 
brightness does not exist 
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The most relevant work stems from metaphoric association be-
tween valence or morality and brightness (e.g., ‘a bright day’). For 
instance, people respond faster to positive or moral words printed in 
white than in black, and faster to negative or immoral words printed 
in black than in white (Meier, Robinson, & Clore, 2004; Sherman 
& Clore, 2009).  Furthermore, priming with positive words causes 
people to perceive gray patches as brighter (Meier, Robinson, Craw-
ford, & Ahlvers, 2007). In the present research, we conducted four 
experiments to examine whether positive versus negative emotional 
expressions also influence the perception of brightness in color. 

In Study 1, 171 people (120 females) participated in an online 
study and were presented with a set of two schematic faces side by 
side, one smiling and one frowning, in one of three colors (gray, 
yellow or red). Each face consisted of a circle with two eyes and a 
mouth, and the only difference between the smiling and the frowning 
face was the angle of the mouth. Participants were told that there is a 
subtle difference in stimuli color and were asked to detect which one 
was brighter.  In Study 2, 113 people (73 female) followed the same 
procedure as Study 1 except that the question was phrased in terms 
of ‘lighter’ instead of ‘brighter’ and participants only saw one of two 
colors, yellow and red. In both studies, regardless of the colors and 
wording of questions, the majority of people chose the smiling face 
as brighter (lighter) than the frowning face (In all cases, more than 
65% people chose the smiling face, p<.05). 

In Study 3, 74 people (45 females) participated in an online 
study and were randomly presented with either the smiling or frown-
ing gray face used in Study 1. Participants observed the stimuli at 
their own pace and indicated the brightness of the stimuli on a 9-point 
gray shades scale on the next page. Each shade of the scale differed 
5 points in luminance, where 9 was the darkest (luminance = 150), 1 
was the brightest (luminance = 110), and 7 was the correct shade (lu-
minance = 140). Finally participants reported their mood on a 9-point 
scale (-4 = very negative to +4 = very positive) so we could ensure 
that the effects were not related to mood. In Study 4, 123 people (63 
females) followed the same procedure as Study 3 except that the stim-
uli were realistic faces. We adopted the smiling and frowning gray 
scale images of a male model called J. J. in Ekman and Friesen’s 
(1976) classic facial expression pictures modified by Horstmann and 
Bauland (2006). The stimuli differed from each other only in terms 
of elements to depict facial expressions.  To equate facial luminance, 
we painted the two faces with the same pink color (hue = 9, saturation 
= 210, luminance = 203). The pink scale had 9 shades with a 5-point 
luminance difference in each shade, 9 was the darkest (luminance 
= 188), 1 was the brightest (luminance = 228), and 6 was the cor-
rect answer (luminance = 203). The results showed that participants 
perceived the smiling face as brighter (Study 3: M = 4.68, SD = 1.69; 
Study 4: M = 4.76, SD = 1.76) than the frowning face (Study 3: M = 
5.51, SD = 1.69; Study 4: M = 5.36, SD = 1.62), t(72) = -2.07, p = 
.043, d=.49 (Study 3); t(121) = -1.97, p = .05, d=.35 (Study 4). 

In sum, these four studies demonstrated that people perceive 
smiling faces as brighter or lighter than frowning faces. Our research 
reveals a novel link between emotional expressions and lightness 
perception, and these results likely have important implications for 
consumer behaviors. For instance, advertising campaigns for certain 
products that emphasize their brightening functions (e.g., cosmetics 
and bleach) may be more effective when they are accompanied by 
smiling models. On the other hand, in advertisements of products 
whose darkness is valued such as black attires, mascara, hair dye, 
and tanning products, smiles may not always be an effective strategy.

Does a Heavy Heart Create a Heavy Body? 
The Connection between Conceptual, Physical 

and Emotional Heaviness

ExTENDED ABSTRACT
The Oxford English dictionary defines heaviness as the state or 

quality of being heavy to describe “weightiness and ponderousness” 
as well as “dejectedness of mind; sadness, grief.” Thus, heaviness as 
a concept has meanings in the domains of weight (physical heavi-
ness), state of mind (emotional heaviness) and, more generally, as a 
property of concepts.

Past research has shown that negative emotions have destruc-
tive physical consequences. Epidemiologically, negative emotions 
lead to a variety of diseases such as diabetes (Carnethon, Kinder, 
Fair, Stafford, & Fortmann, 2003) and hypertension (Everson, Gold-
berg, Kaplan, Julkunen, & Salonen, 1998;). However, there is little 
theory and empirical research on the physiological consequences of 
emotion. 

Although the embodied emotion literature has shown that there 
is a linkage between emotion concepts and bodily experience, previ-
ous studies mostly focus on bodily experience as an antecedent of 
emotion concepts. For example, Niedenthal (2007) found that the 
bodily expression of emotion influence the way in which emotional 
information is processed. These studies manipulate bodily reactions 
(e.g. researchers affixed golf tees to the inside of participants’ eye-
brows to manipulate negative affect) to study the effect of bodily 
expressions on emotional information processing. 

Metaphors using physiology related concepts such as “heavy 
hearted” and “feeling sad and heavy” depict the feeling of sad or grief 
in our daily life. Zhong and Leonardelli (2008) suggest that the lin-
guistic coupling between body related words and cognition-related 
concepts such as feeling cold and social rejection may reflect people’s 
predisposition to describe concepts based upon their bodily experi-
ence. Therefore, the linguistic association between sadness and heavi-
ness may reflect sad people’s bodily experience of feeling heavy. 

Embodiment theories suggest that cognition not only relies 
on abstract and modal mental representations but also on amodal 
perceptual content from various sensors-motor regions in the brain 
that process bodily information (Barsalou, 1999; Gallese & Lakoff, 
2005), which implies the linkage between emotion concepts and 
bodily experience. Specifically, when abstract concepts are acti-
vated, perceptual simulation occurs (Schubert, 2005). When people 
recall, think, read or talk about the abstract concepts, it will re-enact 
people’s similar states based on stored sensory, motor, and introspec-
tive states that accompanied with the experience of those concepts 
(Barsalou, Niedenthal, Barbey, & Ruppert, 2003). For example, the 
activation of elderly stereotype leads to behavioral changes consis-
tent with the concept: people actually walk slower (Bargh, Chen, 
& Burrows, 1996). The activation of specific emotion concepts of 
pride and disappointment is accompanied by changes in posture: 
people increase their posture height while generating of pride words 
(Oosterwijk, Rottevee, Fischer, & Hess, 2009). Therefore, activation 
of an abstract concept triggers bodily experience. 

Given that negative emotion such as sadness or grief are coupled 
with heaviness in our daily languages and the activation of an abstract 
concept induces related bodily experience, we propose that conceptual 
heaviness and emotional heaviness will lead to physical heaviness. In 
the current study, we manipulated the activation of an abstract con-
cept; heaviness, and investigate embodiment effect as consequences. 

In the first study, we investigated whether conceptual heaviness 
will induce people’s feeling of heaviness and influence their eating 
behavior. Sixty-six undergraduates participated in the study. They 


